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Introduction
One half-century ago, a simple experiment changed the way we think about the power of natural selection in bacterial populations. The classic experiment of Atwood, Schneider, and Ryan 1 demonstrated the phenomenon of periodic selection, whereby diversity within a bacterial population is purged recurrently by natural selection. The principle is that in an entirely asexual population, each adaptive mutation precipitates a round of natural selection which, if successful, fixes not only the adaptive mutation but also the entire genome of the mutant cell.
In the absence of recombination, the adaptive mutation is unable to enter into any other genetic background, and so selection favoring the adaptive mutation drags the entire genome associated with it to fixation.
A recent reenactment of this experiment, supported by data from modern molecular biology, illustrates the diversity-purging power of periodic selection. 2 Descendants of a single Escherichia coli cell were cultured without benefit of recombination, and were allowed to evolve. Diversity within the population was monitored over time by assaying the frequency of spontaneous mutants resistant to the bacteriophage T5. The frequency of resistant cells started at zero, gradually increased due to mutation for fifty or more generations, then abruptly dropped back to zero, and this pattern was repeated several times. As in the original periodic selection paper, the crashes in frequency of the marker were interpreted as the result of periodic selection. The model is that adaptive mutations occur within the majority population of cells (in this case, marked by T5 sensitivity), and that the adaptive mutant and its clonal descendants drive to extinction all other lineages in the population (T5-resistant and T5-sensitive alike). Thus, the rise of the adaptive mutant genotype is manifested in these experiments by the disappearance of the minority marker. In Notley-McRobb and Ferenci's recent paper, the interpretation of periodic selection was supported by coincident sequence changes at mgc and mgl, loci known to play a major role in adaptation to laboratory culture.
Periodic selection clearly has the potential to sweep the diversity within a strictly asexual population, descended from a single clone, in laboratory culture. However, these laboratory experiments do not necessarily predict the effect of selection in natural populations of bacteria. While the bacteria in these periodic selection experiments were engineered to be strictly asexual, bacteria in nature undergo recombination, albeit at an extremely low rate. [3] [4] [5] Thus, the diversity-purging effect of periodic selection may be diminished in natural populations. Also, while a periodic selection event can purge the diversity among the clonal descendants within a culture flask, it is not clear how broad a population would be purged of diversity in nature. For example, would all of E. coli be purged of diversity by one periodic selection event in nature?
Here I will describe the effects of periodic selection for natural populations of bacteria, and I will show how periodic selection plays a central role in the origin of ecological diversity in the bacterial world. I will demonstrate that recombination is typically too rare in bacteria to diffuse the diversity-purging effect of periodic selection. I will demonstrate that within a typical named species, there appear to be dozens of "ecotypes"-ecologically distinct populations that have their own private periodic selection events, so that each ecotype escapes the periodic selection events of all other ecotypes. I will show that the genetic changes allowing a genotype to escape periodic selection from its previous ecotype form the basis of bacterial speciation. Finally, I will show that periodic selection has actually occurred in natural populations of bacteria, and I will introduce a method for using genomic data to detect past periodic selection events.
The Nature of Recombination in Bacteria
The microcosms of periodic selection experiments were designed to be devoid of sex, but so far as we know, sexual recombination has been a part of every bacterial species' history. 5, 6 That a bacterial species has engaged in recombination in its past may be demonstrated through a diversity of sequence-based tests. 7 For example, in the homoplasy test of Maynard Smith and Smith, 8 recombination is implicated when an improbably high number of nucleotide substitutions have occurred twice or more in different parts of the phylogeny. This and similar methods have demonstrated the existence of recombination in all bacterial species investigated.
The rate at which recombination occurs in nature has been estimated through several sequence-based approaches, including the extent to which different genes or gene segments yield different phylogenetic relationships among strains; congruence of phylogenies based on different gene segments indicates rare recombination. The recombination rates may be estimated separately for recombination within populations 9, 10 and between populations. 4, [11] [12] [13] Typically, the recombination rates range from nearly an order of magnitude less than mutation in some of the most clonal of bacteria (e.g., Staphylococcus aureus), 14 to about half an order of magnitude greater than mutation in some of the most frequently recombining bacteria (e.g., Neisseria meningitidis), 11 with the exception so far of Helicobacter pylori, which recombines at a much higher (but not yet determined) rate. 15 For example, a 450 bp segment of N. meningitidis undergoes recombination at a rate of 1.2 × 10 -6 per individual per generation, which is 3.6 times the mutation rate. 11, 16 While recombination in bacteria is rare, it is also promiscuous; bacteria are not fastidious about their choice of sexual partners. Homologous recombination occurs even between organisms that are 25% divergent in their DNA sequences. 17, 18 Also, bacteria can acquire novel genes and whole operons through heterologous recombination, sometimes from extremely divergent species. Lawrence and Ochman 19 have developed a method for identifying genes acquired from extremely distant sources: genes with a highly aberrant GC content are interpreted as foreign genes. Based on this principle, typically 5-15% of the genes in a bacterial genome appear to have been acquired from extremely distant relatives. 6 Finally, recombination in bacteria is unidirectional, from a donor cell to a recipient cell, and usually only a small fraction of the genome is transferred. 
The Effect of Rare Recombination on Diversity within a Population
Consider next whether the rare recombination typical of bacteria should soften the diversity-purging effect of natural selection. Recombination can preserve the genetic diversity in two ways. First, if the adaptive mutation recombines into another genetic background, then the entire genome of the recipient is saved from extinction ( Fig. 1, example A) . Alternatively, if a segment from a strain lacking the adaptive mutation should recombine into a strain with the adaptive mutation, then that segment (only) will be saved from extinction ( Fig. 1, example B) .
I have investigated the relationship between recombination rate and the purging of diversity using a Monte Carlo method derived from a coalescence algorithm of Braverman et al. 20 In a completely asexual population, each cell after periodic selection will contain only DNA derived from the genome of the original adaptive mutation; with recombination, DNA derived from other cells existing at the time of the adaptive mutation can contribute to the genomes of cells surviving periodic selection. Figure 2 shows the diversity-purging effect of periodic selection over a range of recombination rates occurring in bacteria. When the intensity of periodic selection is strong (i.e., fitness advantage for the adaptive mutation is s = 0.1 ), each bout of periodic selection purges nearly all diversity within an ecotype. Over recombination rates observed in nature (from 0.1 to 3.6 times the mutation rate), periodic selection purges all but 0.0007% to 0.2% of the sequence diversity. Over more modest selection intensity (i.e., s = 0.01), periodic selection purges all but 0.02% to 2% of sequence diversity over naturally occurring recombination rates. It appears that recombination is ineffective at softening the diversity-purging effect of periodic selection in nature.
The Origins of Permanent Divergence
Each periodic selection event reduces the diversity within a population to little more than the clonal descendants of the original adaptive mutant. Therefore, the diversity accumulated within a bacterial population is only transient, awaiting its demise with the next periodic selection event. What, then, is the evolutionary origin of permanent diversity in bacteria?
I have previously defined a bacterial "ecotype" with respect to the fate of an adaptive mutant: an ecotype is a set of strains using the same or similar ecological niches, such that an adaptive mutant from within the ecotype out-competes to extinction all other strains from the same ecotype; an adaptive mutant cannot, however, drive to extinction strains from other ecotypes (Fig. 3B) . 18, 21, 22 Thus, an ecotype is the set of strains whose diversity is purged through periodic selection favoring each adaptive mutant. Periodic selection is a powerful force of cohesion within a bacterial ecotype, in that it recurrently resets the genetic diversity to near zero.
At the point that two ecologically distinct populations undergo their own private periodic selection events, they have reached a milestone toward forming new species. Such populations are now irreversibly separate, since periodic selection cannot prevent further divergence (by definition), and as has previously been shown, neither can recombination. 21 Figure 1. How recombination can potentially soften the diversity-purging effect of periodic selection. The adaptive mutation (indicated by an asterisk) originally appears in a cell with violet genetic background. Without recombination, only the genetic background of the original mutant would be represented in the population after periodic selection. A) If the adaptive mutation is transferred into another genetic background (shown in red), that background will survive the periodic selection (as seen in the lower panel). B) If a gene segment other than the locus of the adaptive mutation is transferred into a clonal descendant of the adaptive mutant, that segment (only) is saved from extinction. The recombination event saves a small segment of the red genetic background. The simulation on which ( Fig. 2 ) is based takes into account these two kinds of recombination events, as well as recombination between strains bearing the adaptive mutation, and between strains without the adaptive mutation.
Even if recombination between ecotypes were to occur at the same rate as recombination within them, natural selection against rare inter-ecotype recombinants could easily limit the frequency of recombinant genotypes to negligible levels. 21 Therefore, evolution of sexual isolation is not a necessary step toward the evolution of permanent divergence in the bacterial world. The key milestone toward bacterial speciation is instead the genetic change that places a mutant (or recombinant) cell and its descendants outside the domain of periodic selection of other ecotypes.
Bacterial ecotypes, as defined by the domains of periodic selection, share the fundamental properties of species. 18, 22 Ecotypes are each subject to an intense force of cohesion, periodic selection, which recurrently purges diversity within an ecotype (a species attribute emphasized by the Cohesion Species Concept of Templeton). 23 Once different ecotypes have diverged to the point of escaping one another's periodic selection events, there is no force that can prevent their divergence. (The irreversibility of divergence is emphasized by the Evolutionary Species Concept of Simpson 24 and Wiley). 25 As we shall see, ecotypes form distinct sequence clusters, owing to periodic selection purging sequence diversity within but not between ecotypes. 26 (The phenotypic and molecular separateness of species is emphasized by the Phenotypic Species Concept of Sokal and Crovello 27 and the Modern Synthesis Species Concept of Mallet 21, 28 Finally, bacterial ecotypes are ecologically distinct, as emphasized by the Ecological Species Concept of van Valen. 29 Bacterial ecotypes are therefore evolutionary lineages that are irreversibly separate, each with its own evolutionary tendencies and historical fate. A species in the bacterial world may be understood as an evolutionary lineage bound together by ecotype-specific periodic selection. 22 Figure 2. The relationship between recombination rate and the diversity-purging effect of periodic selection, over different intensities of selection (s) favoring the adaptive mutation. The ratios of recombination rate to mutation rate seen in the figure reflect the range of ratios observed in nature, with the exception of Helicobacter pylori, which recombines at a high but not yet determined rate. The ordinate is based on the mean fraction of a cell's genome at the end of periodic selection that is not descended from the genome of the original mutant. These results are based on a Monte Carlo simulation of coalescence of strains sampled from an ecotype at the end of periodic selection (based on Braverman et al 20 ) . Each point is based on 10,000 replicate runs, and standard error bars are too small to be visible.
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Effects of Periodic Selection beyond the Boundaries of the Ecotype
The ecological divergence between ecotypes allows them to coexist and to survive each other's periodic selection events. Nevertheless, if newly divergent ecotypes compete for at least some resources, they may feel the effects of periodic selection from outside the ecotype. Suppose, for example, that a parental ecotype and a nascent ecotype use the same two sugars, but the parental ecotype takes up one sugar preferentially, while the reverse is true for the nascent ecotype. Modestly adaptive mutations that increase overall efficiency in the parental ecotype will fail to extinguish the nascent ecotype, but they can decrease its population density significantly. Nevertheless, the genetic diversity of the nascent ecotype is not diminished (except minimally by increasing genetic drift). Provided that adaptive mutations are modest, these populations can coexist indefinitely, even as each adaptive mutation negatively impacts the population density of the other ecotype. The circles represent distinct genotypes, and the asterisks represent adaptive mutations. A) Niche-invasion mutations. Here a mutation changes the ecological niche of the cell, such that it can now escape periodic selection events in its former ecotype. This founds a new ecotype. B) Periodic-selection mutations. These improve the fitness of an individual such that the mutant and its descendants out-compete all other cells within the ecotype; periodic selection events precipitated by these mutations generally do not affect the diversity within other ecotypes, owing to the differences in ecological niche. Periodic selection enhances the distinctness of ecotypes by purging the divergence within but not between ecotypes. C) Speciation-quashing mutations. Even if two ecotypes have sustained a history of separate periodic selection events, an extraordinarily adaptive genotype may out-compete to extinction another ecotype. Competitive extinction of another ecotype (Ecotype 2) is possible only if all of Ecotype 2's resources are also used by Ecotype 1.
o N o t D i s t r i b u t e
Even after newly divergent ecotypes have each undergone several rounds of their own, private periodic selection events, they may still be vulnerable to extinction caused by the other ecotype's periodic selection. This can be the case when ecotypes use entirely the same set of resources, but in different proportions. An extraordinarily fit adaptive mutant from the parental ecotype might out-compete all strains from the nascent ecotype (as well as all the other strains from its own ecotype) (Fig. 3C) . In this case, the founding of the new ecotype would be quashed by a periodic selection event before the two incipient ecotypes had sufficiently diverged from one another.
Recombination may, in some cases, prevent a potentially speciation-quashing adaptive mutation from extinguishing another ecotype. If the adaptive mutation from one ecotype can recombine into another ecotype, the first ecotype may lose its advantage. In our "adapt globally, act locally" model of periodic selection, 30 the domain of competitive superiority of an adaptive mutant (i.e., the cell) is limited to its own ecotype, as I have described, but the adaptive mutation (i.e., the allele) can be recombined into other ecotypes. Upon transfer into another ecotype, an adaptive mutation precipitates a local periodic selection event within the recipient ecotype (Fig. 4) . In this model, the chromosomal region near the adaptive mutation can be homogenized across different ecotypes, while the divergence elsewhere in the genome is unaffected. 30 Note that a nascent ecotype is vulnerable to extinction by a parental ecotype only if its resource base is a subset of the parental ecotype's. When an ecotype utilizes at least one resource not used by the parental ecotype, it is then invulnerable to that ecotype's periodic selection events. 31 If a hypothesis by Lawrence 32, 33 is correct, nascent ecotypes may readily acquire novel resources required to escape all periodic selection from their parental ecotype.
Lawrence 32, 33 has argued that nearly all ecological divergence is precipitated by horizontal transfer, in which a recipient acquires a novel (heterologous) gene locus or operon from another species. By granting an entirely new metabolic function, heterologous gene transfer has the potential to endow a strain with a new resource base that is not shared with the parental ecotype. In this case, the horizontal transfer immediately places the nascent ecotype out of range of any periodic selection emanating from the parental ecotype.
In summary, ecological diversity in the bacterial world appears to be determined by three kinds of genetic changes (either mutations or recombination events) (Fig. 3) . First, there are niche-invasion mutations (or recombination events), which allow the new genotype and its descendants to utilize a new set of resources and thereby escape periodic selection from the parental ecotype. Second, there are periodic selection mutations (or recombination events), which purge the diversity within a single ecotype; these tend to make ecotypes more distinct, since they purge the diversity within but not between ecotypes. Finally, there may be speciation-quashing mutations (or recombination events), whereby one ecotype can extinguish another. It will be interesting to quantify the rates at which these three kinds of mutations and recombination events occur, using microcosm evolution experiments that have been developed to investigate adaptive radiation in bacteria.
34-36
Periodic Selection and Discovery of Bacterial Ecotypes
Discovery of Ecotypes As Sequence Clusters
By purging diversity within but not between ecotypes, periodic selection provides a rationale for discovery of bacterial diversity. Given enough time, each bacterial ecotype is expected to be identifiable as a sequence cluster, distinct from all closely related ecotypes. In addition, each ecotype is expected to be identifiable as a monophyletic group in a phylogeny based on DNA sequence data. 26 
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Selective Sweep 8 Figure 4 . The "adapt globally, act locally" model of periodic selection. The domain of competitive superiority of an adaptive mutant (the cell) is the ecotype, as before, but the adaptive mutation (the allele) confers higher fitness to any individual in a variety of ecotypes. A) An adaptive mutation (represented by an asterisk) occurs in Ecotype 1. The disfavored, previously existing alleles are represented by black circles. B) The mutation sweeps the diversity within its own ecotype and then is transferred into Ecotype 2. C) The adaptive mutation now precipitates a periodic selection event within Ecotype 2. Each periodic selection event erases diversity genome-wide within an ecotype, but diversity between ecotypes is homogenized only in the chromosomal region closely linked to the adaptive mutation.
A phylogenetic perspective explains the predicted correspondence between ecotypes and DNA sequence clusters. 26 Suppose we begin with a single ecotype, and then one cell within the ecotype evolves new ecological properties and thereby founds a new ecotype. At this time the new ecotype appears in a phylogeny as if it is just one more lineage within the parental ecotype. However, the next adaptive mutant causing periodic selection within the parental ecotype will eliminate all other lineages within that ecotype, but will leave diversity within the nascent ecotype untouched. Likewise, periodic selection within the new ecotype will purge diversity within that ecotype but not within the parental ecotype. Recurrent selective sweeps within each lineage will result in long sequence distances on the phylogeny between each ecotype's contemporary diversity and the most recent ancestor shared by the two ecotypes (i.e., sequence distances will be much greater between than within ecotypes). Thus, each ecotype will eventually be discernible as a distinct sequence cluster and as a monophyletic group.
The Challenge of "Geotypes"
Care must be taken when using any sequence-based method to infer ecotypes. Geographically isolated populations that are members of the same ecotype could diverge into separate sequence clusters. In this case, an adaptive mutant from one geographic region is not given the chance to compete with populations from other regions, so sequence divergence between geographically isolated populations of the same ecotype could proceed indefinitely. Papke and Ward (pers. comm.) have argued that many bacterial taxa lack the means for worldwide travel, and so are expected to diverge into discrete clusters through geographic distance alone; they have termed the geographically based clusters within a single ecotype as "geotypes." As is the case for systematics of any organism, geography-associated sequence clusters of bacteria are difficult to interpret.
It is sometimes difficult to rule out the geotype hypothesis even when bacterial sequence clusters are sympatric. This may be the case when previously allopatric geotypes have only recently become sympatric, and have not yet had time for a periodic selection event to purge diversity throughout the ecotype. We will address this issue in the final section of the paper.
Discovery of Ecotypes As Star Clades
Another issue remains. A sequence-based phylogeny from almost any named bacterial species reveals a hierarchy of clusters, subclusters, and sub-subclusters. This raises the possibility that a typical named bacterial species may contain many cryptic and uncharacterized ecotypes, each corresponding to a small subcluster. The challenge is to determine which level of subcluster corresponds to ecotypes.
The peculiar dynamics of bacteria provide a method for identifying ecotypes based on sequence data. 22 Our "Star" approach assumes that the sequence diversity within an ecotype is constrained largely by periodic selection and much less by genetic drift, an assumption I will return to later.
Consider the consequences of periodic selection on the phylogeny of strains from the same ecotype. Nearly all stains randomly sampled from an ecotype should trace their ancestries directly back to the adaptive mutant that caused and survived the last selective sweep. Thus, the phylogeny of an ecotype should be consistent with a star clade, with only one ancestral node, such that all members of an ecotype are equally closely related to one another (Fig. 5B) . In contrast, a population whose sequence diversity is limited by genetic drift will have a phylogeny with many nodes (Fig. 5A) .
In an asexual ecotype, a sequence-based phylogeny would yield a perfect star clade, with only minor exceptions due to homoplasy. However, in a bacterial ecotype subject to modest rates of recombination, particularly with other ecotypes, the sequence-based phylogeny can deviate significantly from a perfect star. We have developed a computer simulation to determine how closely a sequence-based phylogeny of strains from the same ecotype should resemble a star clade. Taking into account the taxon's mutation and recombination parameters, the Star simulation determines the likelihood that the phylogeny of strains from a single ecotype would have only one significant node (i.e., a perfect star), versus two, three, four, or more significant nodes (significance determined by 95% bootstrap support). 22 We found that for S. aureus, which is among the most clonal of bacteria, an ecotype's phylogeny should almost never have more than one node. 22 In the case of N. meningitidis, which is among the most frequently recombining bacteria, the phylogeny of an ecotype is expected to have one or two significant nodes, but almost never three or more. Accordingly, we may tentatively identify ecotypes of N. meningitidis as the largest clades that contain up to two significant nodes.
While Star produces a theory-based criterion for testing whether a set of strains belong to the same ecotype, this approach does not help us choose the groups of strains to be tested for membership within an ecotype. As I have previously shown, 22 the Multilocus Sequence Typing method (MLST) developed by B. Spratt and coworkers 37 produces reasonable hypotheses for demarcating strains of a named species into ecotypes.
Discovery of Ecotypes through Multilocus Sequence Typing
In MLST, partial sequences (450 bp) of seven gene loci that produce housekeeping proteins are surveyed. The evolutionary distance between strains is quantified in MLST as the number of loci that are different, whether by substitution of a single nucleotide or a swath of nucleotides (possibly due to a recombination event). Strains are then classified into "clonal complexes": all strains that are identical with a particular strain at five or more loci (in some Figure 5 . The phylogenetic signatures of ecotypes whose diversity is controlled by periodic selection versus genetic drift. a) In a population of small size, genetic drift causes coalescence of many pairs of lineages. Moreover, if recombination is frequent, there is no opportunity for genome-wide purging of diversity. Consequently, the phylogeny has many nodes. b) In a bacterial population, characterized by large population size and rare recombination, the population's phylogeny is expected to resemble a star. Following periodic selection, each strain traces its ancestry directly back to the adaptive mutant that precipitated the periodic selection event. In addition, population sizes are too large for genetic drift to create coalescences between pairs of strains with appreciable frequency.
cases, six or more loci) are deemed members of a clonal complex. E. Feil has developed the "Burst" computer algorithm for assigning strains into clonal complexes according to criteria set by the user (web site: www.mlst.net).
The clonal complexes defined by MLST correspond remarkably well to ecologically distinct groups, even in taxa such as N. meningitidis where recombination is unusually high. I have hypothesized that the clonal complexes identified by MLST are ecotypes. 5, 22 Because periodic selection is recurrently purging the diversity within an ecotype, ecotypes are expected to accumulate only a limited level of sequence diversity between periodic selection events, depending on the rates of mutation and recombination (which generate variation) and the time between periodic selection events. We may speculate that ecotypes typically have only enough time between selective sweeps for a given strain to accumulate divergence at one or two loci out of seven, on average, whether by mutation or recombination. This yields the 5/7 and 6/7 criteria used in MLST. In general, one would expect that frequently recombining bacteria (in which a locus is ten times more likely to be struck by a recombination than a mutation event) would diverge at more loci between periodic selection events, compared to rarely recombining bacteria, where nearly all divergence accumulates simply through mutation.
Because MLST's 5/7 and 6/7 criteria are intuitively based, we should test whether MLST's clonal complexes do indeed correspond to ecotypes. The Star algorithm can test whether the clonal complexes identified with MLST have phylogenies consistent with ecotypes, taking into account the recombination and mutation parameters estimated for the particular taxon.
I have tested whether the strains of each of the ten clonal complexes found within N. meningitidis are consistent with the Star simulation's expectations for a single ecotype. 22 It turns out that the phylogenies of all but one of the ten MLST clonal complexes within N. meningitidis contain one or two nodes, as expected given N. meningitidis's recombination parameters. Similarly, all but three of the 26 clonal complexes within S. aureus are consistent with the expectation for a single ecotype (i.e., containing no more than one significant node). The three exceptional clonal complexes, when pooled together, contain only one significant node among them, suggesting that they are members of the same ecotype. Taking into account the rarity of recombination in S. aureus, perhaps the criterion for inclusion within a clonal complex in this taxon should be 6/7 instead of 5/7 identical loci. It will be interesting to use the Star approach to calibrate the Burst criterion.
In summary, Star demonstrates that the clonal complexes yielded by MLST have phylogenies consistent with ecotypes, at least within S. aureus and N. meningitidis. The clonal complexes produced by MLST do indeed yield reliable hypotheses about the membership of ecotypes, and these hypotheses can be tested using Star.
It is striking that each named species studied by MLST has so many clonal complexes. 11, 12 If each of these clonal complexes can be shown definitively to be a separate ecotype, each with the universal properties of species, a named bacterial species may actually be more like a genus than a species. 22 We should regard the ecotypes identified by sequence-based approaches as only putative until each ecotype can be shown to be ecologically distinct. Ideally, we should also demonstrate that each group has undergone its own private periodic selection events. This is because two putative ecotypes that are only slightly different ecologically may be subject to extinction by one another's periodic selection events. To show that each putative ecotype has already undergone one or more separate periodic selection events would bolster our claim that the clusters and clonal complexes we identify are actually distinct ecotypes. In the next section, I outline a sequence-based method for demonstrating that putative ecotypes have undergone their own, private periodic selection events. 
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Has Periodic Selection Occurred in Nature?
Periodic Selection Is Inevitable at Bacterial Recombination Rates
We have seen that the rare recombination typical of bacteria is not sufficient to preserve a bacterial population's genetic diversity (Fig. 2) . Each adaptive mutation that moves to fixation will eliminate nearly all of the sequence diversity, depending on the recombination rate and the intensity of selection (and to a lesser extent, the population size). Given the inevitability of mutational improvements over time, should we not expect to see recurrent purges of diversity?
Notley-McRobb and Ferenci 2 have argued that recurrent adaptive mutations will not necessarily purge diversity within a rarely sexual population of bacteria. This may be the case if, in each bout of selection, there are many independently derived adaptive mutations, each stemming from a different genetic background. 38 For example, Notley-McRobb and Ferenci 2 found that as many as 13 adaptive mutant alleles at the mlc locus swept simultaneously through an experimental population of E. coli. Thus, instead of one genetic background sweeping through the population, there would be 13, diminishing the diversity-purging effect of periodic selection.
Nevertheless, I believe we should not conclude that periodic selection is generally ineffective at purging diversity. First, even if the periodic selection events in Notley-McRobb and Ferenci's 2 study are typical of nature, periodic selection should still purge population diversity, albeit at a slower rate. Note that strong selection favoring a single adaptive mutation sweeps all but 0.2% of the diversity from a population, even under high recombination rates. If there were instead ten adaptive mutations sweeping the population simultaneously, the fraction of diversity saved would be increased by only a factor of ten, in this case to 2% of the population's original diversity. So, whether one or several adaptive mutations sweep through each periodic selection event, recurrent sweeps will indeed limit population diversity to very low levels.
Moreover, we cannot expect every selective sweep to be driven by an ensemble of equally fit adaptive mutations. This will be the case only when a population is placed in a new environment and many equally good mutations can accommodate the environmental change. For example, we know that the glucose-limiting environment of Notley-McRobb and Ferenci's experiment favors changes in the regulatory loci mlc, mglD, and malT, and many mutations at these loci appear equally good at adjusting the cells to this environment.
On a global or even regional scale, environmental change is not likely to cause selective sweeps across the entire geographical range of an ecotype, unless the environmental change is global. Because different local populations are likely to see environmental changes in different directions at a given moment, the adaptive mutations that accommodate environmental change are not the ones that would sweep an entire ecotype in all its localities.
What are the adaptive mutations most likely to sweep an ecotype throughout all its diverse habitats? These are mutations (or recombination events) that bring about a novel and generally useful adaptation, which improves the fitness of the ecotype throughout its range of living situations. For example, these might be overall improvements in efficiency, which are adaptive in any circumstance. All the easily accessible mutations of this nature have already been obtained (e.g., all single-nucleotide substitutions are immediately accessible owing to the large population sizes of bacteria); those that remain are much less frequent changes that involve two or more simultaneous mutations (e.g., where none is adaptive without the others), or perhaps recombination with other species. In contrast to the case for a change in environment, where many mutations can independently and simultaneously rise to the occasion, the wait for an innovation is rewarded by only a single rare event. And when this event occurs in a rarely recombining ecotype of bacteria, it will purge the diversity, ecotype-wide, as predicted in (Fig. 2) . Different sequence clusters can correspond to geotypes within the same ecotype only if there has not been an opportunity for periodic selection to sweep through all of the clusters. If we can show that these clusters have survived as distinct groups through a periodic selection event, we can rule out the geotype hypothesis. This is indeed the case for the various clusters within E. coli. The homogenization of the gapA region across the various major clusters in E. coli shows that these clusters have maintained their distinctness, even as an adaptive mutation has caused periodic selection events within each cluster.
The Guttman-Dykhuizen pattern can provide further evidence of multiple ecotypes. We should expect that the adaptive allele driving the periodic selections in all of the ecotypes is passed to each ecotype in a separate recombination event. Therefore, the region that is homogenized should be somewhat different for each pair of ecotypes, reflecting the junctions of the recombination events that transferred the adaptive mutation across ecotypes (Fig. 6) . We may thus predict that if the sequence clusters correspond to ecotypes, the junctions of the homogeneous region will be unique for each pair of sequence clusters.
Guttman and Dykhuizen's 39 discovery of a periodic selection event was based on a serendipitous choice of loci to survey, but today comparisons of whole genomes should provide ample opportunities for genome-wide screening of periodic selection events driven by "adapt globally, act locally" mutations. Discovery of these periodic selection events would allow us to confirm that the many sequence clusters found within named species are distinct ecotypes.
